Word Shapes

Kindergarten Sight Words Worksheet

Print the words from the list in the empty boxes. The shape of the word must match the shape of the boxes.

1. A. and

2. B. one

3. C. saw

4. D. not

5. E. no

6. F. so

7. G. big

8. H. see

A. and  B. one  C. saw  D. not  E. no  F. so  G. big  H. see
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Print the words from the list in the empty boxes. The shape of the word must match the shape of the boxes.

1. so
2. one
3. and
4. not
5. big
6. no
7. saw
8. see

A. and B. one C. saw D. not E. no F. so G. big H. see